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Through emphasis on client satisfaction and a commitment to integrating uniquely patented
technologies, Hydraulico stands as a solid leader in hydraulic presses and related products
worldwide. CEO Torkild Salling explained how by combining innovation with links to education and advanced lateral thinking, the company’s seven-decade legacy stands only to
compound its longevity further. Tony White reports.

K

itchen sinks, hydraulic presses and railway line switches
may seem disparate disciplines at first glance, yet what
unites these varied sectors is Hydraulico. The Danish
company has become somewhat of an exemplar in its chosen
fields, gaining traction and aptitude in each over its operative
years to stand in an enviable global position today.
“When our company commenced operations 70 years ago, the
focus was solely on the production of hydraulic presses,” explained
Torkild Salling, CEO of Hydraulico. “As time went on and various
industries matured, we discovered and subsequently moved to
accommodate the growth of the oil and gas industry. That was
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when we began manufacturing cylinders for utilisation in liquid
propane gas production, supplying those to every oil producing
nation on the planet.”

Extending international reach
Establishing a tremendously far reaching global sales network
as it advanced, Hydraulico continued to diversify as much as it
galvanised its existing strengths.
“Recognising the opportunities as we had in oil and gas, we
established a kitchen sink manufacturing line that became
a global leader,” Mr Salling said. “Part of the reason why we

remain a high standing player in that market worldwide, even
today, is because our sink production lines use patented technology. It enables users to enjoy 15% higher production outputs
for 5% saved material cost.”
The market rapidly took to Hydraulico’s solutions, with the
efficiency and capabilities of its technologies rapidly distinguishing
the company name.
“Material costs often form as much as 68% of a given company’s
manufacturing costs, so a 5% material utilisation saving makes for
an appealing proposition,” remarked Mr Salling. “We diversified all
the more around 12 years ago, implementing a forging facility that
enables us to produce railway switches for high speed trains.”
Hydraulico enjoys a full order-book year on year, with projects
in 2017 leading into 2018 demonstrating healthy prospects.

“Much of that has been down to the introduction of our new press
concept,” Mr Salling informed. “In fact, that solution is seeing strong
uptake in Italy, the United States, Israel, Germany, Russia and
beyond. The Hydraulico Upsetter Press has seen implementation
in aerospace and automotive industries, among others, and its
key selling point is its robust efficiency. In essence, its automated
setup and furnace technology enable the system to press with
one cell the same as what a traditional press would take six cells
to realise.”

Connection and education
One of the keys to Hydraulico’s success, it would seem, rests not
just in client relations, but in the company’s willingness to engage
in improving the industry for all.
Hydraulico
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Torkild Salling, CEO

in educating our people, even up to management level, in MBA level
approaches to supply chain management and business development.”
The company’s commitment to improving skills extends throughout
the value chain, ultimately leading to more keenly refined technologies
and team members capable of making the most of that machinery.
“Our new strategy goes hand in hand with education,” Mr Salling
commented. “It enables us to have a close relationship with the
market and its movements. Relating to that, we are pleased to
note that various financial crises of the recent decade have all
but subsided. With that being so, the market is remarkably fertile
going forward.
“While they do say that history repeats, and we do buy into that
philosophy to an extent, current economic outlooks in our target
marks are solid enough that we are confident in conducting and
ultimately growing business. With several of our target sectors
looking to grow as much as 5% in the coming years, we feel the
trends are largely positive.”
Over the coming three years, Hydraulico intends to integrate
ever more technology into its offering, as well as expanding the
business at every level.
“To do so, we are introducing the next generation of workers
into our fold,” Mr Salling remarked. “Their education and training
will create a competent international workforce that will prove pivotal
to our strategy of growing our aftersales market offering over the
coming years. We intend to similarly bolster our customers’ manufacturing outputs, and will work alongside them to understand
and ultimately facilitate their accomplishments.”
n

“We have developed strong ties with world-leading manufacturing
minds, and as such, we frequently organise seminars for interested
companies and groups within our sphere,” Mr Salling said.
“We discuss manufacturing processes – present and future, and
together devise the means by which to continuously improve, as
well as cater to the needs of our operative markets.”
Hydraulico also enjoys strong accords with numerous universities
and academic institutions, ensuring that the boundaries of material
handling and effective manufacturing process are always pushed
ever onwards.
“It is always similarly important to keep in touch with the
international market, and with our presses in operation from
Peru to China and everywhere in between; effective communication is key,” Mr Salling stated. “We realise that via technology,
we are able to rapidly identify customers’ challenges
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as they arise and mobilise a solution within hours at most.
We enjoy superb supplier relations to help us work with the
best materials and thinkers in the business, and emphasise
the time and energy any good business puts into creating such
strong accords.”

The next phase of growth
Even with such successes well established, Hydraulico has
numerous strategies in place for the path ahead.
“We have a rolling three year strategy timetable, during which
we identify market trends, potential disruptive factors and target
growth areas,” Mr Salling said. “We also take political and economic factors worldwide into consideration. So, for example, we
are currently finalising our 2018–2021 strategy. As part of that,
we have worked with leading professors at Aarhaus University
Hydraulico
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